and because illinois was the state of the defenidant's place of business (hardly a meaningful "contact"), of the child's birth (required by the defendant to occur in Chicago), of the residence of the parties' agents and attorneys (?), and of the place of payment (subject to arbitrary selection). The facts "that child and mother presently live in New York and that part of the 'liaison' took place in New York," as well as the fact that the mother apparently had also previously been resident and employed in New York,6 were held "of far less weight and significance." 7 This conclusion illustrates the unavoidable arbitrariness of the "modern" test based on the "most significant relationship," now so unhappily ensconced in the (Draft) Second Restatement of the law of Conflict of Laws. 8 Clearly under this test the court, at least as easily, could have decided for the plaintiff by finding the New York contacts to have been "most significant." By nevertheless choosing a law unfavorable to the plaintiff, this decision of one of our most distinguished courts, though perhaps at least partially justifiable on its particular facts, 9 has exposed dramatically that ignominious anachronism in American law which continues to deprive the "bastard" of the dignity and comfort of being a father's child. 10 The Church has always recognized the blood relationship of illegitimate parents. Although secular law has been thus humanized only in this century, in many foreign countries the problem is approaching its final solution, namely the complete equation of illegitimate birth to birth in lawful wedlock." At 2 And statutes of many other states have given the "bastard" rights to support and inheritance. But in the absence of popular awareness of the problem and continuing emphasis on the penal character of paternity proceedings legislative progress is likely to be slow. 13 Over 220,000 illegitimate children were born in the United States in 1959. One out of twenty Americans is born as a "bastard."1 4 Although many and perhaps most of them later acquire full citizenship by adoption or legitimation, there are those, and they probably still count millions, who will never have a father; many of them because the mother was permitted by the law to bartef away the paternity suit. In other countries every illegitimate child on his birth becomes the ward of the state which, through a special agency ex officio, will take every step to ascertain the father whether or not there is hope of his being able to furnish support.s We have no such institution. Yet, in 1960, a leading magazine with world-wide circulation found the only "scandal of our paternity suits" in undue hardships caused to alleged illegitimate fathers.1 6 An unknown number of such fathers escape paternity suits by leaving the state where mother and child reside. That we have only a handful of cases dealing with the resulting conflicts situations, is no doubt largely explainable by the mothers' lack of funds and initiative. Pressure of public opinion will have to compel nationwide reform. The present paper is limited to such minor improvements as have been achieved by progressive courts in cases involving choice of law or jurisdiction in suits for the declaration of paternity and for support. 
"BASTARD" IN THE CONFLICT OF LAWS
A. PATERNITY SUITS
Jurisdiction
In the civil law world, the law's solicitude for the alleged illegitimate father suffered a decisive blow in 1912 when France abolished her ancient rule that had prohibited any "search for paternity."1 7 In this country the paternity suit has long been known. But an antiquated law of jurisdiction continues to create serious difficulties.
None of our jurisdictional categories can do full justice to both the child and the alleged father. The requirement and sufficiency of jurisdiction in personam would offer the father refuge in states far removed from the child's abode and needs, and, on the other hand, would expose him to being "caught" as a transient in any state.'
8 Similarly, jurisdiction in rem with its greater latitude of notice and hearing fails to secure sufficient protection to the innocent defendant. The weight of authority now points to a regime of personal jurisdiction.1 9 But fortunately this question is about to lose much of its significance. On the one hand, the plaintiff probably will soon be enabled to avail himself of a virtually nationwide personal jurisdiction in that either the state of the child's conception, birth or domicile will be regarded as the state creating the "cause of action." And, on the other hand, the defendant will ultimately be able to escape any hardship that might be imposed on him under such a scheme of jurisdiction, by invoking the-doctrine of forum non conveniens.
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In other respects, too, jurisdictional limitations seem to be on the wane. Under many statutes only resident plaintiffs are entitled to sue, in keeping with a theory of the paternity suit as one primarily designed to protect the community against a public charge. 2 ' Increasingly, however, protection of 
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nonresidents has been recognized as being within the proper purview of the paternity suit.22 Finally, we may note a lessening of that ambivalence in the enforcement of the rights of illegitimate children, which has expressed itself in refusals to recognize foreign decrees granting such rights. The penal or merely regulatory character of such decrees, 23 and their lack of finality concerning the adjudication of support, 24 have been invoked to support such refusals. But indications of a contrary trend 25 may foreshadow recognition under full faith and credit and comity at least as to the finding of paternity.
Choice of Law
The object of the paternity suit has undergone a fundamental change. From a remedy serving the punishment of the father, 26 or the recoupment from him by the parish,27 this suit has come to be primarily concerned with the financial protection of the child. But though no doubt a step forward, even this concern, which remains that of the laws of many countries and most states of the Union, is anything but the final answer. Even now a support agreement may exclude a suit for the declaration of the defendant's paternity though this paternity is expressly denied in the agreement. 28 Several states have, therefore, provided for paternity proceedings independent from support claims. Indeed, the ultimate function of the suit must, beyond the child's financial protection, be that of a means to secure his complete equality with a legitimate child.
In conflicts cases it should be assumed that any state whose legislature has extended its solicitude for the "bastard's" interests beyond his financial security, would effectuate this policy without regard to any foreign law claimed to be "governing" the transaction. It is most regrettable that as late as 1961 as distinguished a court as the New York Court of Appeals has created new doubt regarding this vital question by giving effect, contrary to the law of the forum and the child's domicile, to a foreign agreement aimed at foreclosing by fixed payments not only claims for additional support but also a suit to establish paternity. 29 We may hope, however, that this decision was primarily determined by what the court may have considered an inequitable and possibly extortionist demand for additional support, and that this ruling will not be construed to put the forum's policy regarding the absolute right to the establishment of paternity at the mercy of any foreign law that appears to permit the purchase of this right by the father.
Proof of intercourse generally creates a presumption of paternity. Rebuttal by blood tests has found varying recognition, and is likely to be subjected to the law of the forum as concerning a problem of procedure. In international conflicts cases the exceptio plurium, the defense of intercourse with others, may cause difficulty. Some countries have established a common liability of all men proved to have had intercourse with the mother during the critical period.30 Others exclude the defense entirely 3 ' on the ground that, though "this solution encourages a promiscuous mother to sue on behalf of her child the richest of her lovers, [it seems more important] to ensure that children born by such mothers are not worse off than other illegitimate children." 32 Most countries permit the defense. Few conflicts cases have arisen abroad, 33 and none in this country. A "favor paternitatis," comparable to the favor matrimonii generally recognized in the conflicts law of marriage,3 4 should result in the application of the law most favorable to the child.
B. SUPPORT CLAIMS
The Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act, now adopted in all states but one, enables dependents to establish and collect support claims against deserting providers in a multistate procedure which has removed most jurisdictional obstacles. 35 Notwithstanding its many weaknesses, 3 6 this Act could be most useful to illegitimate children in that it makes the district attorney available for the interstate imposition and enforcement of support 
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obligations. It seems, however, that the Act has not yet become known in those social strata in which the illegitimate child continues to present a serious problem. The progressing frustration of the "uniformity" of the Act by piecemeal amendment,37 may, by endangering recognition of "reciprocity," compel fundamental reform. Choice-of-law cases involving the support of illegitimate children seem to be rare 38 and virtually limited to agreements by which wealthy fathers attempt to acquit themselves of their obligations with the help of laws which continue to discriminate against the "bastard." Such laws resemble or follow the ill-drawn and ill-fated Uniform Illegitimacy Act, long since withdrawn by the Commissioners, which permits release agreements to "bar other remedies of the mother or child for the support and education of the child."39 It is, of course, highly objectionable thus to deprive a child of his chance to have his changing needs satisfied by his father merely because, at one time, his mother granted a permanent discharge. Even judicial approval as required by the Uniform Act should never be given this effect. With regard to legitimate children only Georgia seems to permit the father thus to purchase his freedom from future obligations. 40 There is no reason why such a bargain should be permissible with regard to illegitimate children. A fortiori, where judicial approval is lacking, other states should deny recognition to such agreements as a matter of course, rather than consider "the failure to obtain the written consent of a judge... a mere formality insufficient... to invalidate the agreement." 4 1 And judicial approval without specific statutory authorization should be disregarded everywhere since at least in such a case "a decree which purports to enable [ 1. Courts permitted by their statutes to assume personal jurisdiction upon constructive service if the "cause of action" has arisen within the state, should not hesitate to assume that jurisdiction in suits for either declaration of paternity or support. States reluctant to grant such jurisdiction on a broad scale should enact special legislation at least with regard to such suits. Otherwise jurisdiction in rem based on the "res" of the alleged filiation could, as in divorce cases, furnish the vehicle needed to reach the absent father by constructive service at least in paternity suits.
2. Legislation permitting the mother, with or without court approval, to waive, on the child's behalf, the right to a declaration of paternity should be held unconstitutional as depriving the child of due process of law. On the same ground foreign agreements to this effect should be denied recognition.
3. Legislation permitting the mother to waive the child's right to support should be repealed or at least amended to require court approval. Foreign decrees approving such waivers should be refused recognition where a change of circumstances requires additional support. It must be assumed that the Supreme Court would not adhere to its contrary ruling in the Yarborough case. 43 Thus a long step would be taken toward the final elimination from American law of the ignominy of "bastardy." 
